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Abstract: The application of telemedicine evolutionary to cover  wide area of users uses data centralization is not patient 

data from many remote location in secure environment is necessary to achieve user collaboration and remote data handling. 

This is achieved by using web-based applications including Modern Medical Informatics Services which is easier, faster 

and less expensive. Currently web telemedicine database services iscentral importance to distributed systems. 

Communication between websites during applications processing and improves applications response time, reliability, 

flexibility and throughput the increasing complexity and the rapid growth of the real world healthcare challenging 

applications make it hard to induce the database administrative staff.We proposed many Integrated Fragmentation 

clustering allocation method for increase admissions. Approach that manages the computing web services is required to 

security telemedicine database system performance. Our system focused on large scale networks involving large number of 

sites over the cloud. To perform many intelligent data redistribution, We apply different types of clustering algorithms and 

introduce search based techniques. The security concerns, need for addressing over data fragments will be taken into 

consideration for better results. 
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I. Introduction 

 The rapid growth and continuous change of the real world 

software applications to provide researchers propose many 

computing servicesmodelsto achieve more efficient and 

effective management of web telemedicine database 

systems (WTDS) [1]. Significant research progress is 

made in the past few years to improve WTDS 

performance. It offers much global access to patient’sdata 

without having to interact with them in person and it 

provides fast channels to consult specialists in efficient 

situations [2]. Different kinds of patient data such as ECG, 

temperature, and heart rate need to be accessed by means 

of many client devices in 

heterogeneouscommunicationsenvironments.Data records 

is overlapped even redundant with it which increase the 

processing time I/O transactions and so the system 

communications overhead [3]. Today many researchers is 

focused on designing web medical database management 

systems that satisfy every performance levels. Such 

performance is calculated by measuring the total of 

relevant and irrelevant data accessed and the amount of 

transferred medical data during transactions processing 

time. New methods isdeveloped and improve telemedicine 

database performancemodifymedical data distribution and 

control medical data proliferation [4]. These methods 

believed that high performance for such systems is 

achieved by improving at least one of the database web 

management services like database fragmentation data 

distribution, websites clustering, distributed caching, and 

database scalability the intractable time complexity of 

processing huge number of medical transactions and 

managing large number of communications make the 

design of such methods a non-trivial task [5]. 

 

Fig 1 Transaction Managing 

II. Related Work 

These works is investigated fragmentation data allocation 

and many times website clustering problem. Data 

fragmentationconsideringFragmentationthe amount of data 

distribution is an important model [6]. Another author is 
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considered the relation as a fragment with research 

concludes in data redundancy and fragment overlapping. 

Website clustering: Clusteringand websites service 

identifies groups of networking websites and sharing many 

web database systems [7]. This technology is considered 

security method that has a vital role in minimizing 

processing of data during its transformation and access 

process. Mostly grouping distributed network websites into 

clusters helps to reduce the communication costs many 

websites .In a distributed system environment number of 

websites is increased and its data has increased 

tremendously having transparency model is large numbers 

of sites are inter connected with each other and a large 

number of transaction are required but it increases the 

system load management and decreases its performance 

[8].In many research areas clustering problem is addressed 

clustering is very important in data analysis. In this paper 

author presents pattern clustering model is statistical 

pattern recognition perspective which is useful for 

clustering practitioners. In this paper has different 

clustering techniques and identify crosscutting and recent 

techniques [9]. S. Lim et al [10] has described about the 

method vertical fragmentation and data allocation is  

proposed algorithms for vertical fragmentation and 

allocation of data and rules in distributed deductive 

database systems (DDDBSs) are lacking. The potential 

advantages of the proposed fragmentation and scheme 

include maximal locality of query evaluation and 

minimization of communication cost in a distributed 

system in addition to the desirable properties of 

fragmentation and rule allocation as discussed in the 

literature. They also formulate the mathematical 

interpretation of the proposed vertical fragmentation and 

allocation algorithms. 

 

Fig .2 Cluster System Design 

III. System Architecture 

Distributing database new fragments to clusters benefit 

allocation is achieved rather than allocating the fragments 

to all web sites, have an important impact on database 

system. This type of distribution system number of 

communications required for query processing in terms of 

retrieval and update transactions [11]. It access significant 

impact on the web telemedicine database system results. 

Every distributing disjoint fragments many websites where 

it uses most improves database system results in 

minimizing the data transferred and accessed during the 

execution timereducing the storage overheads it might be 

necessary to retrieve data from two  fragments and take 

their join, which is costly [12]. Data fragmentation 

methods describe every fragment is derived from the 

database global relations. Although there many schemes 

describing data partitioning, few are known for the 

efficiency of their algorithms and the validity of their 

results. 

 

Fig 3.System Architecture 

The data request is initiated from the telemedicine 

database system sites and admin requesting for the data 

preprocessing and the requested data in the form of SQL 

query is executed on the database relations to generate data 

records. Theexecute of proposed fragmentation technique 

which generates telemedicine.The web telemedicine 

database sites isgrouped into clusters by using our 

clustering service technique in a phase prior to data access 

[13]. The purpose of this clustering is reduce the 

communications cost used for data allocation the proposed 

access service technique is applied to allocate the 

generated disjoint fragments at the clusters that show 

positive benefit allocation. 

IV. Clustering Algorithm 

A. K-Means Clustering:  

In data allocation and distribution fragments are allocated 

to all the clusters. In this method algorithms and rules is 
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essential used to notice that exactly one and only one copy 

of fragment across all the sites [14]. The allocation of 

fragments is done on the basis of Allocation Decision 

Value (ADV). If the allocation decision value is positive 

then the fragment is allocated and if the allocation decision 

value is negative then the fragment is not allocated 

Input: Matrix Communication cost many web sites.  

Output: Clustering Decision Values matrix 

 

where V is representing set of final centurions 

B. DatafragmentationAlgorithm 

In data Fragmentation computing services every database 

relations is partitioned in data sets which ensures data 

inclusions data integration and non-overlapping of data 

[15]. The fragmentation computing services is two internal 

processes: (1) Process for Overlapped and redundant data 

records and (2) Process for nonoverlapped data records. 

Step 1:Take two random variables a,b and initialize it with 

1. 

 Step 2:do steps(3-) until a>F.size() and j>f.size().  

Step 3:if a is not equal to b and Fa or Fb belongs to f then 

goto step 4. 

 Step 4: Add common elements or data of Fa and Fb into 

one fragment Fk. 

 Step5: Create new fragment Fk+1=Fa-Fk add it to F. 

 Step 6:Create another fragment Fk+2=Fb-Fk add it to F.  

Step 7:deleteFa and Fb.  

Step 8.Stop. 

We introduce security and high speed clustering service 

based on the least average communication cost in websites 

sites [16]. The parameters is control the input and output 

computations for generating clusters and determining the 

set of sites in each are computed 

V. Results 

We provide the results on basis of construction of 

Proposed model. There is number of parameter is consider 

for evaluation of the performance of system so that to 

compare with existing work. We take two factors for 

performance On the other handthe other techniques 

generate less clusters for large number of sites they induce 

more communication costs  the number of clusters 

generated by the clustering model is less due to their 

clustering approximation function that uses natural 

logarithmic function.This results in maximizing the 

number of sites in each cluster which increases the 

communications cost. Here, X - Represents the number of 

generated cluster Y – Represents the number of websites. 

 

Figure 4: Clustering performance comparison 

VI. Conclusion 

We proposed new Integrated Fragmentation clustering 

allocation methods for promoting web telemedicine 

database system performance. Our proposed model 

namely, database fragmentation network sites clustering 

and fragment allocation. We proposed new model to 

compute communications cost which helps in finding cost-

effective data allocation solutions. The novelty of our 

model is integration of web database sites clustering as a 

new component of the process of WTDS design in order to 

improve results and satisfy certain level of quality in web 

services.Future work we plan to investigate our system is 

larger scale networks involving large number of sites over 
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the cloud. We consider applying different types of 

clustering and introduce search based technique to perform 

more intelligent data redistribution. Finally we intend to 

introduce security concerns that need to be addressed over 

data fragments. 
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